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A longitudinal stage separation (LSS) scheme for a parallel-arrangement two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) vehicle is

proposed and analyzed in detail, inwhich the orbitermoves along the upper surface of the booster. ATSTOconcept

comprising a waverider and a spaceplane was designed to numerically investigate the dynamic characteristics

of the LSS at Mach 7. The influence of spike models assembled at the nose of the orbiter on the LSS at different

angles of attack (AoA) (i.e., spike with half cone, spike with half cone-disk, and hemispheric spike) was explored.

Moreover, the aerodynamic interference and characteristics were analyzed and compared for different spiked

configurations. The aerodynamic interference during LSS is simple andweak, which is only associatedwith typeVI

shock/shock interaction, with rapid increases in the axial force when the shock waves of both stages converge.

Furthermore, the model with a half cone spike has the best performance in drag reduction by 7%, whereas the

model with a half cone-disk spike has the worst performance that increases axial force. The TSTOmodel with a half

cone spike atAoA � 0 and 5 deg is advantageous in LSS because of the high drag reduction andweak aerodynamic

interference.

Nomenclature

A = axial force, N
AoA = angle of attack, deg
CA = axial force coefficient
Cf = skin friction coefficient

CM = pitching moment coefficient
CN = normal force coefficient
Cp = pressure coefficient

DR = nondimensional drag reduction
d = height of the stage, m
dt = dimensional time step, s
E, H = total energy and total enthalpy per unit mass,

J ⋅ kg−1
Fc = convective fluxes
FT = thrust on the orbiter, N
Fv = viscous fluxes
g = gravitational acceleration, 9.8 m ⋅ s−2
h = height of interstage clearance, m
Ixx = moment of inertia about X axis, kg ⋅m2

Iyy = moment of inertia about Y axis, kg ⋅m2

Izz = moment of inertia about Z axis, kg ⋅m2

kT = coefficient of thermal conductivity,W ⋅ �m ⋅ K�−1

L∕D = ratio of spike length to model base diameter
l = length of the stage, m
lT = thrust action stroke, m
Ma = Mach number
Mz = pitchingmoment about the center of gravity of stage,

N ⋅m
m = mass, kg
N = normal force, N
p = pressure, Pa
Re = Reynolds number
T = temperature, K
U = speed, m ⋅ s−1
u, v, w = velocity components in x, y, and z directions,m ⋅ s−1
Vg = contravariant velocity vector at the surface of the

control volume, m ⋅ s−1
Vr = contravariant velocity vector relative to themotion of

the grid, m ⋅ s−1
W = vectors of conservative variables
w = span of the stage, m
x = coordinate in the X direction, m
y� = nondimensional wall spacing
γ = specific heat ratio
Δx = displacement of the orbiter, m
Θ = heat conduction,W ⋅m−2

μ = coefficient of viscosity, N ⋅ s ⋅m−2

ρ = density, kg ⋅m−3

τi;j = component of viscous stress, N ⋅m−2

ϕ = diameter of the rod, mm
ψ = angle from the stagnation point of the hemisphere

body, deg

Subscripts

b = booster conditions
CG = center of gravity
iso = isolated conditions
o = orbiter conditions
s = spiked conditions
∞ = freestream conditions

I. Introduction

TWO-STAGE-TO-ORBIT (TSTO) vehicle may be considered
one of the next-generation space transport systems, and it has

been widely investigated in the past few decades [1–7]. The generic
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TSTO vehicle consists of a booster with airbreathing combined propul-
sions and an orbiter with the rocket-power engine, with a parallel arran-
gement instead of a tandem arrangement to improve its efficiency [8,9].
However, the separation of the parallel-arrangement TSTO stage
usually occurs in the hypersonic flow regime, and strong aerody-
namic interferences such as shock/shock and shock/boundary-layer
interactions (SSI and SBLI) are introduced between stages. The
strong aerodynamic interference that could cause a high risk of
separation failure is not expected in hypersonic stage separation
for TSTO.
The separation scheme determines the effect of the stage separa-

tion and relates to the safety of the vehicle. For a long time, the
transverse stage separation (TSS) was discussed and studied in the
stage separation for parallel TSTO system in the conceptual design or
fundamental research using static and dynamicmethods. Decker [10]
performed an experimental aerodynamic interference study of simple
TSTO aerodynamic configurations at Mach 3 and 6. The results
showed that interstage interference plays a role in the separation
maneuver of TSTO. Moelyadi et al. [11] studied the aerodynamic
interferences and characteristics of TSTO with different two-stage
relative positions at differentMach numbers. The results showed that
mutual interferences were caused by the incident and reflected shock
waves and expansion waves. Bordelon et al. [12] conducted wind
tunnel tests on the NASA-designed Langley Glide-Back Booster
(LGBB) TSTO model. The measured data indicated that the TSTO
vehicle is statically unstable due to strong bow shock interactions at
several separation positions. Murphy et al. [13] and Murphy and
Scallion [14] developed experimental tools and testing methods to
address the supersonic and hypersonic stage separation problems for
future multistage launch vehicle systems. A large aerodynamic data-
base of the LGBB configuration was obtained through wind tunnel
tests, and the aerodynamic data generated in those tests showed
excellent agreement with the computational predictions. To reduce
aerodynamic interference for TSTO supersonic separation, Uematsu
et al. [15–17] conducted aerodynamic interference experiments with
different cross sections for simplified LGBB configurations. The
results demonstrated that the triangular cross section of the booster
has a good reduction effect on the shock wave interactions. Ozawa
et al. [18,19] conducted wind tunnel tests on aerodynamic interfer-
ences of a hemisphere-cylinder/flat-plate TSTO configuration with
various interstage clearances atMach 8.1. The results showed that the
interstage clearance significantly influences the flowfield pattern,
heat flux, and pressure on the wall. Jia et al. [20] numerically studied
the aerodynamic characteristics of a TSTOmodel with different nose
configurations in the orbiter by analyzing the pressure and heat flux
distribution on the wall. The SSI outside the blunt nose of the orbiter
causes serious aerodynamic and thermal problems at the stagnation
point. Cheng et al. [21] conducted an aerothermodynamics study of
TSTO. They found that the interstage complex shock structure and
SBLIs are responsible for the considerate increase in aerothermal
loads at reflected shock positions.
In terms of dynamic stage separation for TSTO, research is limited

due to the complexity and difficulty relative to the static aerodynamic
interference, and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is regarded as
a major research method. Brenner [22] performed a dynamic inviscid
simulation of TSTO in relative motion. This study revealed a slow
transient aerodynamic interference during separation. Cvrlje et al. [23]
simulated the unsteady flow of the TSTO model during stage separa-
tion at Mach 6.8 and investigated the stability of the TSTO vehicle.
They found that the instability could not be neglected in the stability
and control evaluations of lateral motion. Liu et al. [24] numerically
investigated the aerodynamic interference and stage separation of
the TSTO model with turbine-based combined cycle (TBCC) engine.
The results showed that changing flap predeflection has a limited effect
on improving the safety of stage separation, and a safe separation can
be achieved at the angle of attack (AoA) of −2 deg. Wang et al. [25]
stimulated the TSS of a simple TSTO aerodynamic configuration at
different angles of incidence at Mach 7. Moreover, the shock structure
and separated flow were analyzed, as well as the mechanism of the
aerodynamic interference during separation. The analysis demon-
strated that the intensity of interstage interference increases with the

increase of incidence angle and decreases with interstage clearance
during separation. The incidence angle of 6–8 deg could be condu-
cive to the safe separation of the TSTO model. In addition to CFD
numerical simulation for TSTO separation, NASA studies conducted
by Pamadi et al. [26] on the development of “ConSep” simulation
tool, an industry-standard package based on MATLAB for solving
multibody dynamic problems. Pamadi et al. [26] discussed the appli-
cation of ConSep to the simulation and analysis of stage separation of
TSTO vehicles at Mach 3 and 6 based on the wind-tunnel test
aerodynamic database. The effects of parametric variations at staging
were evaluated, andMonte Carlo analysis was performed forMach 3
staging to evaluate the sensitivity of uncertainties in aerodynamic
coefficients.
Most previous studies on stage separation for the TSTO model

mainly focused on the TSS scheme and revealed that the strong
aerodynamic interference exits between stages during TSS. There-
fore, steep and complex aerodynamics variation during TSS
may induce the stage to recontact and increase the failure risk for
TSTO vehicles. Hence, the safe TSS condition of two stages is
usually specialized and strict. However, the longitudinal stage
separation (LSS) scheme, which is usually applied in tandemmulti-
stage vehicles, has not gained interest in the paralleled two-stage
vehicle staging research to date. In the LSS scheme, in which the
orbiter axial separates along the back of the booster with a small
clearance, may result in a weaker aerodynamic interference and
benefit the safe separation of parallel TSTO vehicle. Hence, the
mechanism of flowfield and aerodynamic interference between
stages during LSS were revealed and analyzed for the objective
of fundamental research in the current study. For this purpose, the
simplified assumption of Mach 7 staging of reference TSTO sys-
tems was considered: a waverider and a wing–body vehicle are
taken as booster and orbiter, respectively. Detailed TSTO system
analyses were not addressed. The flowfield and aerodynamics
characteristics were numerically analyzed using coupled methods
of CFD and six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) rigid-body dynamics
(RBD). The drag reduction for the orbiter and aerodynamic inter-
ference during LSS were addressed by variation of spike models
[27–29] and AoA. The other issues on the effects of LSS were not
addressed in the current study.

II. Spiked TSTO Configuration and LSS Description

The TSTO concept proposed in this work has horizontal takeoff
and landing capabilities. Based on the cone-derived waverider
configuration, the booster concept was designed as a wide-speed
range vehicle with a deformable wing and double vertical tails.
The orbiter is designed as a large swept wing–body with a fairing
on the blunt nose. The fairing plays a role in reducing the wave
drag of the TSTO, and it is detached during descent so that the
orbiter can be aerodynamically decelerated with a blunt nose.
Figure 1 presents the flight profiles of the reference TSTO sys-
tems. The chosen flight point is that the stage separation starts at
around Mach 7 and at an altitude of 37 km. For TSTO propulsion
systems, the booster is powered by a turbojet/ramjet combined

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of staging flight profile for TSTO systems.
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airbreathing propulsion engine, and the orbiter is powered by a
rocket engine. The proper operating regimes for the turbojet are
about Mach 0–3, and for the ramjet they are about Mach 3–7.
Hence, the recommendation staging Mach number is about 7 for
the reference TSTO systems under the limitations of the engine
operation modes, e.g., the Mach number of stage separation for
SANEGER [30] TSTO concept is around at 6.7. Since such
proper and recommended staging Mach number for TSTO is
proposed, the variations of the stage separation flight conditions
are not addressed except for the AoA in this paper. In addition,
the full scale of the reference TSTO systems is as follows: the
reference body length of the booster in the symmetry plane is
75 m, the length of the orbiter is 30 m, and the scaled model for
the numerical simulation is zoomed out 1∕75 times. Figure 2a
presents a schematic illustration of the scaled TSTO concept
without spike, with the XOY plane being the longitudinal plane of
the vehicle, and the origin of the coordinate is at the nose of the
booster. The length of the booster is lb � 1 m, and the center of
gravity (CG) is located at (0.65, −0.04, 0) m, which is about 65%
of its length. The length of the orbiter is lo � 0.4 m, and the CG
is located at (0.64, 0.017, 0) m, which is about 67% of its length.
The minimum interstage clearance is h∕lb � 0.001.
Figure 2b shows the schematic of the LSS for the current TSTO

stage separation study. LSS means the acceleration of the orbiter
at the back of the booster with the rocket power thrust FT along
the flight direction. In addition, the longitudinal displacement of the
orbiter, i.e., Δx shown in Fig. 2b, means the displacement of the
orbiter’s CG in the flight direction (i.e., negative direction of
X axis in simulation) during LSS. It is a central notion and key
variable in results discussion. The thrust magnitude is FT∕mog �
335 with a stroke length of lT∕lb � 0.03 (the thrust is set to a high
value in order to reduce the simulation time of LSS). The nondimen-

sional mass of the orbiter is mo∕ρ∞l3o � 3125, and the moments of

inertia are Ixx∕ρ∞ ⋅ l5o � 22; Iyy∕ρ∞ ⋅ l5o � 203, and Izz∕ρ∞ ⋅ l5o �
191, respectively. Herein, ρ∞ refers to the density of freestream.
Moreover, the booster is assumed to be fixed during LSS, and the
orbiter is subjected to 6-DOF motion equations. The moment refer-
ence point is located to the CG.
Various spike configurations were investigated in this study.

Figure 2c presents a schematic illustration of the different spike
configurations, where A indicates no spike, B represents spike with
half cone, C shows spike with half cone-disk, and D indicates
hemispherical spike. Model B utilizes a half cone on its nose, model
C utilizes a half cone-disk on its nose, and model D only has a simple
stick configuration. These spikes have the same length of ls∕wo �
0.75 and diameter ofϕ∕do � 0.077, andmore parameters and details
are shown in Fig. 2c. Besides, it is assumed that the light spike

model does not affect themass characteristics of the orbiter. Dynamic
simulations of three spiked TSTO configurations and the origi-
nal configuration without spike implemented in LSS at different
values of AoA (i.e., 0, 5, and 8 deg) are analyzed in the following
sections.
The schematic diagram of the attachment of the orbiter to the

booster is shown in Fig. 3 (the clearance between stages is exagger-
ated for clear presents). The orbiter is attached to the booster at two
points and by a wheel system. Before the release, the two joints are
assumed to be a fixed support and to integrate two stages. At
separation, the attachments have been unlocked and taken back or
discarded, and the orbiter operates at full thrust and moves along the
upper surface of the booster by thewheel system. Thewheel system is
retracted into the orbiter fuselage after the separation, and the gear
door will reset so that no gap and open volume in the lower surface of
the orbiter fuselage, the potential high thermal loads may be avoided.
These attachments and systems are similar to the space shuttle and
external tank attachment system. Besides the wheel system scheme,
another scheme with the sliding track placed on the booster for
parallel staging might be feasible too. The attachments and wheel
systems between stages, as well as rocket engines, are not included in
the numerical simulation, and their effects on the LSS are not
addressed.

III. Numerical Methods and Validation

A. Governing Equations and Algorithms

The three-dimensional (3-D) compressible Navier–Stokes equa-
tions were employed for the unsteady simulations of stage separation
for TSTO:

∂
∂t

ZZZ
Ω
W dΩ� ∰∂Ω�Fc − Fv� dS � 0 (1)

where W, Fc, and Fv are the vectors of conservative variables,
convective fluxes, and viscous fluxes, respectively, which are
expressed as

Fig. 2 Spiked TSTO configuration and LSS schemes in the present study (unit: mm).

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the attachment of the booster and the

orbiter.
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W �

0
BBBBBBBB@

ρ

ρu

ρv

ρw

ρE

1
CCCCCCCCA
; Fc �

0
BBBBBBBB@

ρVr

ρuVr � nxp

ρvVr � nyp

ρwVr � nzp

ρHVr � Vgp

1
CCCCCCCCA
;

Fv �

0
BBBBBBBB@

0

nxτxx � nyτxy � nzτxz

nxτyx � nyτyy � nzτyz

nxτzx � nyτzy � nzτzz

nxΘx � nyΘy � nzΘz

1
CCCCCCCCA

(2)

where ρ represents density; u, v, and w represent velocity compo-
nents in x, y, and z directions, respectively;p represents pressure; and
E and H represent total energy and total enthalpy per unit mass,

respectively. Furthermore, p � �γ − 1��ρE − 1∕2ρ�u2 � v2 � w2��
and H � E� p∕ρ, where γ denotes the specific heat ratio; τij
represents the component of viscous stress; Θx, Θy, and Θz express

the heat conduction; nx, ny, and nz represent the components of unit

outward-facing normal vector; and Vr represents the contravariant
velocity relative to the motion of the grid, which is expressed as

Vr � V − Vg � �u − ug�nx � �v − vg�ny � �w −wg�nz (3)

whereVg � ugnx � vgny � wgnz is the contravariant velocity at the
surface of the control volume. To close the system of equations, the
ideal gas equation of state is introduced: p � ρRT. In addition,

Θx � uτxx � vτxy � wτxz � kT
∂T
∂x

(4)

Θy � uτyx � vτyy � wτyz � kT
∂T
∂y

(5)

Θz � uτzx � vτzy � wτzz � kT
∂T
∂z

(6)

where kT is the coefficient of thermal conductivity and T is the
temperature. The components of the viscous stress tensor are
obtained from the following relations:

τxx � 2μ
∂u
∂x

−
2

3
μ

�
∂u
∂x

� ∂v
∂y

� ∂w
∂z

�
(7)

τyy � 2μ
∂v
∂y

−
2

3
μ

�
∂u
∂x

� ∂v
∂y

� ∂w
∂z

�
(8)

τzz � 2μ
∂w
∂z

−
2

3
μ

�
∂u
∂x

� ∂v
∂y

� ∂w
∂z

�
(9)

τxy � τyx � μ

�
∂u
∂y

� ∂v
∂x

�
(10)

τxz � τzx � μ

�
∂u
∂z

� ∂w
∂x

�
(11)

τyz � τzy � μ

�
∂w
∂y

� ∂v
∂z

�
(12)

where μ is the viscosity coefficient, which is evaluated by Suther-
land’s law [31].
The two-equation Menter shear stress transport (SST) k-ω turbu-

lence model [32] describes the turbulence. Two additional transport

equations are added to the above system, one for the evolution of k
and one for ω. For such a linear model, the viscosity in the above
equations is written as μ� μt, and the thermal conductivity as
k� kt, where μt is the coefficient of turbulence viscosity and kt is
the coefficient of turbulence thermal conductivity, kt � cpμt∕Prt.
The SST k-ω turbulence model is a combination of the k-ω turbu-
lence model in the near wall and the standard k-ω turbulence model
in the separation zone. Moreover, it accounts for turbulent shear
layer transport in the definition of turbulent viscosity. In addition,
the model is less sensitive to the specification of the freestream
turbulence level compared to the standard k-ω turbulence model,
and it exhibits good performance in calculating the flowfield with
adverse pressure gradient. These features makes the SST k-ω tur-
bulence model more accurate and reliable for a wide class of flows,
and it has been reported that this model can better predict the
flow separation characteristics caused by shock [21,33]. Hence, it
is be used for describing the turbulence calculation in this paper.
In the current study, the RANS equations are solved by the

cell-vertex finite volume method. The numerical flux is evaluated
using a second-order total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme
based on Harten–Lax–van Leer contact (HLLC) approximate
Riemann solver with the minmod limiter [34–36]. The time ad-
vancement is performed by implicit backward Euler integration
with multigrid acceleration and dual time-stepping methods [37].
To obtain time-accurate results, the nondimensional time step is set
to be dt ⋅U∞∕lb � 0.1065, where dt is the dimensional time step

and U∞ � 2130 m ⋅ s−1 denotes the freestream speed. The nonslip
adiabatic wall condition is adopted for the wall, and the flow
variables on the outflow boundary are centroidal extrapolated from
the computational domain. The freestream conditions are adopted

for the inflow boundary, as Ma∞ � 7; Re∞ � 8.61 × 105 m−1,
p∞ � 392 Pa, and T∞ � 228 K. Moreover, the variation of the
AoA is achieved by changing the components of the inflow velocity.
The dynamic overset grids technique [38] is also used, and the
relative position of the orbiter is updated by advancing the 6-DOF
motion equations solved by the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method.

B. Dynamic Overset Grid and Grid Independence Study

Due to the advantages of the overset grid technique in dealing with
the multibody relative motion problems [38,39], this technique is
adopted to compute the dynamic separation of the TSTO vehicle. As
shown in Fig. 4a, the 3-D computational grid is composed of a
booster grid and an orbiter grid. Both grids are created based on a
hybrid meshing approach. Hybrid grids contain structured and
unstructured blocks, including hexahedral, prismatic, and tetrahe-
dron cell types. With a boundary-layer grid for the area near the wall,
the first cell spacing normal to thewall is chosen to ensure an average
y� ∼ 1 to capture an appropriate boundary-layer flow. A progression
ratio of approximately 1.1 is applied to cluster grid points radially
outward from the wall, and typically 30–40 cells spanned the maxi-
mum thickness of the boundary layer.
In terms of overset grid technique, the grids are connected by hole

cutting and data interpolation, as shown in Figs. 4b and 4c. The outer
boundary of the orbiter grid is set as the cutter boundary, and the cells
intersecting the cutter boundary are identified as the cutter cells.
Then, the cell of the booster grid inward the cutter cell is cut off,
forming the inner boundary of the booster grid. In this way, the cutter
and inner boundary form the overset area of two subgrids. Afterward,
the flow data are exchanged and interpolated on the overset grids to
achieve second-order accuracy within two or more layers of interpo-
lated grid points. More details of the construction steps of the overset
grid technique can be found in the study of Tian et al. [38]. When the
relative positions of the two stages are updated, the subgrid follows
without changing the mesh and produces the overset grid at the very
time step. The flow data are exchanged between subgrids to complete
the entire flowfield computation for this time step.
In the current study, three grids with different resolutions are used

to verify the grid independence. The three grid numbers are coarse
grid, medium grid, and fine grid, with the total number of two subgrid
cells being around 6million, 14million, and 23million, respectively.
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Figure 5 shows the pressure coefficient and skin friction coefficient
distributions on thewindward side of the orbiter and the upperwall of

the booster on the XOY plane of TSTO model B for AoA � 0 deg
before separation. The pressure coefficient and skin friction coeffi-

cient curves are approximately the same for all three grids. Besides,
the medium and fine grids are more consistent at feature points. To

ensure the accuracy and efficiency of computations, the medium grid

is selected for the subsequent study and discussion. The computation
cost for all cases in the current study is approximately 200 thousand

core-hours of the supercomputer at the Beijing Super CloudComput-

ing Center and Guangzhou Tianhe-2.

C. Validation

In this section, numerical simulations of two classes of a spike in

hypersonic flow and the 3-D wing–pylon–store separation are con-

sidered to validate the numerical method. Because the spike nose

configuration is applied in the current TSTO vehicle study, accom-
panied by the flow separation and SBLI, it is reasonable to perform

the validation. The numerical simulation result considering the SST

turbulence model is compared with the experiment of two different
spike nose configurations in the study of Motoyama et al. [40]. The

spikes in hypersonic flowwithMa � 7 andRe � 4.0 × 105 m−1 are

experimentally studied. Figure 6 presents the numerical schlieren

flowfield and pressure distribution on the hemisphere body of CFD
and experimental results. As shown in Fig. 6, on the one hand, a

pressure discrepancy between CFD and measured data exists for the

hemispherical nose aerospike in the ψ range [30–45°] due to a

transitional separated/reattached flow region, but the variation ten-

dency of the pressure distributions between CFD and experiment is

consistent. On the other hand, the computed pressure distribution on

the hemispherical body agreeswell with the test data in hemispherical

aerodisk case.
The wing–pylon–store separation is one of the standard experi-

ment cases to verify the numerical simulation capability of the multi-

body relative motion. Based on the dynamic overset grid technique,

the inviscid supersonic flow of 3-D wing-–pylon-–store dynamic

separation is computed by coupling the 6-DOF motion equations.

The freestream conditions areMa � 1.2, andRe � 7.87 × 106 m−1,

and AoA � 0°. The basic geometries are shown in Fig. 7a, the store

mass is 907.8 kg, and its moments of inertia are Ixx � 27.12 kg ⋅m2

and Iyy � Izz � 100 kg ⋅m2, and other details are described in the

study of Heim [41] and Snyder et al. [42]. Figure 7b shows the

computational hybrid grid with 8.5 million elements. The displace-

ments of the store during separation are shown in Figs. 7c and 7d. As

shown in Figs. 7c and 7d, the computational pitching angle (y-Euler
angle) and yaw angle (z-Euler angle) are in good agreement with

the experimental results [41], but a discrepancy is observed for

t > 0.35 s for the roll angle (x-Euler angle) values between the

simulation and experiment. The reason for the discrepancy may be

that the moment of inertia (Ixx) of the store in the rolling direction is
smaller compared to other moments of inertia (Iyy and Izz), and the

computation error may be amplified. Overall, the numerical method

can accurately simulate the separation process of the store. Through

the above two tests, it can be determined that themethod in the current

Fig. 5 Pressure coefficient and skin friction coefficient distributions on the TSTO vehicle computed from the three grids.

Fig. 4 Overset grid used in the study.
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study can accurately simulate the complex aerodynamic interference
andmultibody separation. Also, thismethod can be applied to predict
the stage separation of TSTO vehicles.

IV. Results and Discussion

Four orbiter configurations (i.e., models A, B, C, and D illustrated
in Fig. 2c) are employed in dynamic simulation for the LSS of TSTO
at AoA � 0, 5, and 8 deg, respectively. Current simulations of LSS
assume that the orbiter moves along the upper wall of the booster in
the direction of flight and has 6-DOF during separation from the
booster. There is a very small clearance between the two stages. The
flow physics and aerodynamic characteristics were analyzed in
detail, and the numerical schlieren of the flowfield is illustrated by
the gradient of density.

A. LSS of Two Stages with Configuration of Model A

1. Aerodynamic Characteristics

Figure 8 presents the axial and normal forces of model Awith the
displacement of the orbiter during LSS at different AoA cases, as

well as the pitching moment at all levels. In the LSS simulation, the
axial direction is in the direction of orbiter motion. A positive value
of the moment means the nose-up moment, and vice versa. The
expressions of the aerodynamics of both stages are shown in
Eqs. (13–15); the “�” is substituted by the “o” and “b” for the
calculations of each stage, respectively. The general trend of aero-
dynamics is almost the same between different AoA. For example,
in terms of the orbiter, the slope of the axial force curve increases
and reaches a maximum value as the orbiter fairing crosses the
leading-edge shock of the booster (i.e., Δx∕lo � 0.925), and then
decreases to zero when separation is complete. Additionally, the
axial force increases from theminimumwhen the orbiter is arranged
on the booster to the maximum isolated state after separation. The
normal force varies steadily from an initial negative state, then starts
to increase when Δx∕lo > 0.925, and finally decreases to the value
of the isolated state. When Δx∕lo � 0.925, the moment decreases
slightly to a minimum, then experiences a peak and valley value as
the orbiter separates from the booster, and finally tends to the
isolated state. In terms of the booster, the axial and normal forces
decrease slightly as the orbiter separates from the booster, espe-
cially because the normal force is almost constant during the whole

Fig. 7 Wing–pylon–store separation: a) geometry; b) grid. Panels (c) and (d) show the numerical and experimental results of linear and angular
displacements of the store, respectively.

Fig. 6 Hypersonic flow around spikes: a) numerical schlieren of the flowfield; b) comparison of pressure distribution on the hemisphere between
computation and experiment.
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separation. The moment of the booster first decreases monoto-

nously and reaches a minimum during separation, and then gradu-

ally increases to an approximate platform value. Moreover, the

aerodynamics of the booster fluctuate within a narrow range com-

pared with that of the orbiter, indicating that the influence of

aerodynamic interference during separation on the booster is

weaker than that of the orbiter. Therefore, the booster can maintain

its flight attitude, further ensuring the safety of the stage separation

for TSTO. Besides, the computation assumption of the fixed booster

during LSS is reasonable.

CA � A

�1∕2�ρ∞U2
∞l�w�

(13)

CN � N

�1∕2�ρ∞U2
∞l�w�

(14)

CM � Mz

�1∕2�ρ∞U2
∞l

2�w�
(15)

2. Flow Physics

Because the aerodynamic trends are similar between the different

AoA cases shown in Fig. 8, those flowfields are also similar. There-

fore, the typical flowfield of model A during LSS at AoA � 5 deg
and its effects on the aerodynamics of each stage are discussed in this

section. The flowfield structures are simpler in LSS than that of the

TSS because of the absence of the interstage shock reflection and

SBLI, resulting in weak aerodynamic interference in LSS. Figure 9

presents the typical 3-D flowfield structure reflecting the fundamen-

tal characteristics of flowfield when the orbiter is positioned on the

booster in LSS. Firstly, the conical booster shock S1 attaches on the

leading edge of the booster, making the booster to possess a good

wave-ride performance at AoA � 5 deg. Secondly, the shear layer
S4 develops from the leading edge of the booster and then impinges

on the fairing of the orbiter, resulting in a rise in thewall pressure. The

supersonic flow above the shear layer encounters the orbiter and

induces the formation of the half-conical orbiter shock S2. Thirdly,

the developed shear layer S5 with high speed impinges on the tail,

brings a pressure rise in the tail, and the tail shock S3 forms and

interacts with the shear layer on two sides of the tail. Moreover, the

Fig. 8 Aerodynamic characteristics of model A during LSS: a) orbiter; b) booster.

Fig. 9 Flowfield of model A at the instant of Δx∕lo � 0.17 during LSS when AoA � 5 deg (numerical schlieren at symmetry plane and end plane,
and contours of Cp on the two stages, as well as contours lines of Ma).
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subsonic wake flow zone behind the orbiter gradually decreases as
the orbiter moves forward.
Figure 10 sketches the pivotal change of the flowfield structure

during LSS, which is associated with the aerodynamic variations of
each stage. When the orbiter moves to position (a), the interaction
position between the shear layer and fairing moves toward the
stagnation point, and the strength of the orbiter shock S2 increases
because of the increasing shock angle, leading to a further increase in
the pressure on the orbiter. Moreover, the booster shocks S1 and S2
occur in the vicinity of the orbiter with type VI SSI (type VI
interference occurs when the shocks S1 and S2 cross in a region
where they are both weak-oblique shocks from the same family. The
corresponding pattern can be founded in thework of Edney [43], who
classified the shock interference into six types. The flow organization
is simpler than in the other five cases. The interference of type VI
in Edney’s pattern usually ends up in a shock wave and slip line
with expansion waves or very weak oblique shock. Because the type
VI SSI in the LSS is too weak that it seems to be ending with a
convergent oblique shock wave, other waves are nearly invisible in
the numerical schlieren photos. Same below). As a result, the axial

force of the orbiter increases faster, and its increment slope reaches a
maximum around position (b) when the S1 and S2 converge to a
stronger convergent shock. At the same time, the pressure on
the orbiter increases. During this process, the moment and normal
force of the orbiter decrease (i.e., nose-down moment and negative
normal force increase) as the pressure on the nose of the orbiter
(including fairing) increases. After that, the axial force increases

slowly. Since the orbiter has broken through the booster shock S1
and encounters the freestream, the normal force and moment in-
crease. The nose-down moment turns to the nose-up and rea-
ches the maximum nearby position (c) Δx∕lo � 1.15. As shown in
Fig. 11a, when Δx∕lo � 1.15, the orbiter shock S2 impinges on the
booster leading edge and interacts with the booster shock S1, gen-
erating the diffractive shock. Due to the shock interaction, high
pressure is generated on the bottom wall of the orbiter and the upper
wall of the booster nearby the leading edge. At Δx∕lo � 1.15, the
nose-up moment of the orbiter reaches a maximum while that of the
booster reaches a minimum. In addition, the shear layer or orbiter
shock S2 does not impinge on the stagnation point of the booster, as
shown in Fig. 10c. Therefore, the axial force of the booster reaches
a minimum at Δx∕lo � 1.15. As the orbiter moves forward, e.g.,
Δx∕lo � 1.50 shown in Fig. 11b, the S2 and S1 are almost parallel,
so the intensity of SSI is greatly reduced, and the pressure rise near the
CG of the orbiter is small. Therefore, the nose-up moment of the
orbiter has been changed to the nose-downmoment atΔx∕lo � 1.50.
As shown in Fig. 10d, the bent shear layer underneath the booster
induces cluster compression waves that converge into the booster
shock S1, resulting in type VI SSI between S1 and S2. As the orbiter
continues to move, the shear layer directly induces a shock that
interacts with the orbiter shock S2 shown in Fig. 10e. Due to the
multicompression effect of the induced shock and S2, the pressure at
the bottom of the booster increases, and the axial force of the booster
increases from the position Δx∕lo � 1.50. Moreover, starting from
the position Δx∕lo � 1.15, the zone and intensity of the interstage

Fig. 11 Numerical schlieren and contours of Cp on the orbiter viewed from the bottom XOZ plane during LSS of model A when AoA � 5 deg.

Fig. 10 Flowfields of model A at different instants during LSS when AoA � 5 deg (symmetry plane of numerical schlieren and contours of Cp on the
stages).
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interference decrease, and thus the high-pressure distribution on the
upper wall of the booster narrows, whereas the pressure underneath
the nose of the booster increases. The moment of the booster also
increases. As shown in Fig. 10e, at Δx∕lo � 1.74, the interference
between two stages locates at the aft body of the orbiter with high-
pressure distribution, leading to themaximumnose-downmoment of
the orbiter. In Fig. 10f, when the orbiter has been separated from the
booster, the orbiter turns to an isolated state without the interference
of the booster. However, as the interaction between the shear layer of
the orbiter and the nose of the booster moves downstream, the high-
pressure distribution on the bottom nose of the booster also moves
downstream, resulting in the reduction of the nose-up moment of the
booster.

B. LSS of Two Stages with Configuration of Model B

Based on the above discussion, the axial force increases rapidly
when the orbiter crosses through the booster leading-edge shock
because of the convergence of the strong shock S1 and S2, which
is detrimental to passenger transport and structural endurance of the
orbiter. In addition, the drag reduction may be considered for LSS
of the orbiter transport to reduce the fuel and increase its payload.
Because using spikes is the simplest and most reliable drag reduction
technique, the LSS with different spiked TSTO configurations is
considered in this study. The TSTO configuration with half cone
spike (model B) is taken as the representative example to gain insight
into the aerodynamics and flow mechanism of the LSS of the spiked
configuration.

1. Aerodynamic Characteristics

Figure 12 shows the aerodynamic characteristics of models A and
B during LSS. As discussed in Sec. IV.A.1, model B shows a similar
variation trend of aerodynamics as model A during LSS at different
values of AoA. Inmodel B, the aerodynamics of the orbiter exhibits a
fluctuation while the spike and fairing pass the leading edge of the
booster successively (i.e., 0.577 < Δx∕lo < 0.925), and the normal
force and moment of the orbiter show a hump in that phase. The
simulation results of model B show the reduced axial force and
increased normal force, which leads to an increase in lift-to-drag
ratio. Additionally, the spikes increase the moment of the stages at a
larger AoA, while having little influence on the axial and normal
force of the booster.

2. Flow Physics

Model B is used as a typical spiked configuration to discuss and
analyze the flow physics and mechanism during LSS in detail.
Figure 13a presents the typical flowfield structure during LSS. As
shown in Fig. 13a, the major flowfield difference between the spiked
and unspiked configurations is that the shear layer upstream of the
orbiter is replaced by a weak shock system. Due to most of the spike
being submerged in the shear layer, a weak shock is formed on its
tip. The shear layer separates at the tip of the cone, resulting in shear
layer S3. The shear layer behind the spike cone attaches to the upper
surface of the orbiter. At the same time, the reattachment shock S4
(i.e., orbiter shock) is generated from the reattachment point.
Although the effective body defined by the dividing streamline in
Fig. 13a ismore slender thanmodelA, the axial force is not decreased
at the position Δx∕lo � 0.17, as shown in Fig. 12a. Figure 13b
presents the pressure distribution on the upper surface of the orbiter
in the case of models A and B. The pressure in the case of model B is
slightly higher than that in model A. Because the spike is mostly
submerged in the boundary layer of the booster, the reattachment
shock S4 formed in themodel B case is almost indistinguishable from
the orbiter shock S2 in the model A case shown in Fig. 9. More-
over, the pressure on the orbiter and the axial force increases slightly
with the compression of the weak spike shock S2. This status will be
last until theΔx∕lo > 0.75. The flowmechanism associated with the
spike is very complex and is analyzed in detail below.
Figure 14 sketches the pivotal change in the flowfield structure of

TSTO model B during LSS. Before the spike crosses the booster
shock S1, the shock system associated with the spike does not
change, consisting of the spike foreshock S2, shear layer S3, and
reattachment shock S4, as shown in Figs. 14a and 14b. Because the
spike crosses the leading edge of the booster, the spike foreshock S2
impinges on the nose of the booster, resulting in a high-pressure rise
around the spike and the nose of the booster, as shown in Fig. 14c. At
this moment, the normal force and moment of the orbiter reach a
maximum because of high pressure on the bottom of the spike.
Afterward, the spike foreshock S2 does not impinge on the nose of
the booster but interacts with the booster shock S1, as shown in
Fig. 14d. As a result, the high pressure on the spike vanishes. When
the orbiter moves to position (d), Δx∕lo � 0.77, diffractive shock is
generated due to the booster shock S1 passing through the spike-rod,
and the shear layer is lifted along the spike-rod under the interaction
of the diffractive shock. The lifted shear layer wraps around the entire

Fig. 12 Comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics between model A (dashed line) and model B (solid line) during LSS: a) orbiter; b) booster.
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orbiter and does not impinge on the nose of the orbiter, generating a

very weak orbiter shock S4. As of this moment, the axial force of the

orbiter in the case of model B is less than that of the unspiked orbiter.

With the orbiter moving forward, as shown in Fig. 14e, the lifted-up

shear layer is smoothed by the diffractive shock S5 and approaches

the nose of the orbiter. In addition, the spike foreshock S2 interacts

with the booster diffractive shock S5 and S1, resulting in the trans-

mitted shock S6. As shown in Fig. 14f, the fairing and nose of the

orbiter break through the diffractive shock S5, and the moment of the

orbiter begins to increase substantially. Moreover, the stable spike

flow structure occurs upstream of the orbiter, and the effective body

of the orbiter becomes slender. Figure 12a shows that the axial force is

reduced due to the reattachments of the shear layer andweaker orbiter

shock S4 on the fairing of the orbiter. Furthermore, except for the

additional interaction between the spike foreshock S2 and booster

shock S1, the aerodynamic interferences between the two stages are

similar to the case of model A as shown in Figs. 10d–10f, and the

corresponding variations of aerodynamics are similar too.

C. Comparative Analysis of Spiked Configurations

Given the discussion of Sec. IV.B.1, the effects of the spiked

configuration on the aerodynamics of the booster are weaker than

that of the orbiter. Therefore, the effects of the spiked configuration

on the orbiter are mainly discussed in this section. Figure 15 illus-

trates the aerodynamics of the orbiter during LSS at AoA � 5 deg
with different spiked configurations. As analyzed in the above sec-

tions, spiked configurations play a role in drag reduction. Moreover,

the aerodynamic variations between models B and D are almost

the same afterΔx∕lo > 0.75 during LSS atAoA � 5 deg. Figure 16
presents the flow structure in the case of model D at the same relative

position as the case of model B shown in Fig. 14. Comparing the flow

structure of model D andmodel B, the flow structure changes in both

cases are almost the same, indicating that the aerodynamics in both

cases are almost the same. However, the aerodynamics difference

betweenmodel B andD is that the axial force of the orbitermodelD is

smaller than that of model B before the spike breaks through the

booster shock S1. As shown in Fig. 16a, before the spike breaks

Fig. 14 Flowfields of model B at different instants during LSS when AoA � 5 deg (symmetry plane of numerical schlieren and contours of Cp

on the stages).

Fig. 13 Flowfield of model B at the instant of Δx∕lo � 0.17 during LSS when AoA � 5 deg (numerical schlieren at symmetry plane and end plane,

and contours of Cp on the two stages, as well as contours lines of Ma), and comparison of pressure distribution between models A and B.
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through S1, the partial body of spike model D submerged in the

boundary layer of the booster is more than that of the spike model B.

Therefore, the spike foreshock S2 of model D is weaker than that of

model B, and the axial force of the spiked orbiter D is smaller than

that of spiked orbiter B.

As shown in Fig. 15, the axial force of the orbiter in the case of

model C is larger than that of the other models during LSS, which

increases rather than contributing to the reduction of drag. Moreover,

the axial force of the orbiter in the case of model C shows a large

fluctuation when the spike breaks through the booster shock S1.

Figure 17 presents the flowfield structures in the case of model C

when the spike breaks through the booster shock S1. Before the spike

breaks through S1, the flow structure is similar to the other spike

model cases discussed previously, as shown in Fig. 17a. However,

the major difference between the flow structure in model C and the

other models is that a stronger foreshock S2 is generated when the

spike breaks through S1. When the orbiter moves to position (b),

the supersonic flow passes S2 and impinges on the disk so that the

Fig. 16 Flowfields of model D at different instants during LSS when AoA � 5 deg (symmetry plane of numerical schlieren and contours of Cp on the
stages).

Fig. 15 Aerodynamics of the orbiter during LSS when AoA � 5 deg for different TSTO models.

Fig. 17 Flowfields of model C at different instants during LSS when AoA � 5 deg (contours of the Cp on the symmetry plane and stages).
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strong disk shock S3 is generated, which brings the pressure rise on
the spike and a rapid increase in the axial force at the first time. As the
spike crosses the leading edge of the booster, the pressure around
the disk increases, and the sonic line is lifted (i.e., the subsonic zone
attached to the cone tends to larger). Moreover, the adverse pressure
gradient forms upstream of the disk then propagates upstream to
cover the whole cone surface. Finally, a stable recirculation zone
attaches upstream of the disk, causing the foreshock S2 to become
stronger, as shown in Figs. 17b–17e. In this way, the axial force
reaches maximum rapidly. After the spike passes through the leading
edge of the booster, the diffractive shock S5 is generated upstream
the fairing of the orbiter, and the strength of the orbiter shock S4 is
reduced, leading to a decrease in the axial force. The subsequent
variations in aerodynamics and flowfields are similar to other spiked
models discussed above.
Finally, the problem of rapidly increasing axial force when the

orbiter crosses the booster leading-edge shock is also presented in the
spiked TSTOmodel, as shown in Fig. 15. Although the convergent of
the orbiter shock and booster leading-edge shock is replaced by the
convergent of the reattachment shock (orbiter shock) and the dif-
fractive shock in the LSS of spiked models, the axial force still pulls
up at the moment. In addition to the qualitative analysis of the shock
structure illustrating the rapid increase in axial force, Fig. 18 shows
the pressure distributions on the upper wall of the orbiter at certain
moments when the nose of the orbiter breaks through the leading-
edge shock of the booster in the cases of models A and B. To com-
pare the changes in Cp distribution between those instants more
clearly, the plot of Cp values in Fig. 18a are adapted in the range

[0, 0.4], and the maximum of Cp values for those instants are 0.26,

1.16, 1.65, and 1.65, respectively. At these moments, the pressure
distributions on the orbiter show a significant rise and fall as the nose
shock wave converges and reconstructs. The axial force increases
rapidly, and the slope of its increment curve reaches a maximum
when the fairing of the orbiter crosses the nose of the booster. In
addition, the pressure on the orbiter is less in the case of model B than
in model A. In the case of model B, the axial force and the nose-up
moment of the orbiter are less than those of model A, and the axial
force could experience significant fluctuation in the LSS of model C.

D. Effects of Angle of Attack

As mentioned previously, the general trends of aerodynamics
between different AoA cases are almost the same as illustrated in
Fig. 12. More specifically, regarding the aerodynamic values of the
booster, the range of variation translates upward with increasing
AoA, and the fluctuation range does not change significantly. How-
ever, the fluctuation range in orbiter aerodynamics increases with the
increase of the AoA. In addition, the drag reduction (i.e., the differ-
ence of the terminal axial force of the orbiter between the spiked and
unspiked TSTO models) does not increase with the increase of the
AoA. This result is because the terminal axial force of the orbiter is
almost the same except for model C during LSS at a larger AoA.
Table 1 shows the terminal axial force of the orbiter (CA) and
corresponding “drag reduction” [i.e., the difference between the

terminal axial force of the spiked orbiter and unspiked orbiter, with
DR � �CA;s − CA;o�∕CA;o × 100%] of four TSTO models during

LSS at different AoA cases. Among all three spike models, the
spiked model B has the best drag reduction, reducing the drag by
7% at AoA � 0 and 5 deg. For model D, the drag reduction is best
when the AoA � 5 deg, and the drag reduction decreases at other
values of the AoA. Model C increases the drag instead of reducing
it, and the drag increases with the increasing AoA.
To enhance the results of drag reduction using spike for LSS of

TSTO, the performance of the drag reduction of the spiked TSTO
models B and D is compared with other studies form the open
literature [28,29,40] on the drag reduction for the highly blunted
body using spike at supersonic and hypersonic flows, as shown as
Fig. 19. Firstly, the drag reduction nearly decreases as the increasing
of AoA as presented by the results of the literature as shown by the
study of Milicev and Pavlovic [29], and the spike plays a role in
increasing the drag at larger AoA as presented by the study of
Menezes et al. [28]. Secondly, the performance of drag reduction
depends on the spike length to model base diameter, i.e., L∕D,
because the drag reduction at L∕D � 1 is more than that at L∕D �
0.5 from the study of Motoyama et al. [40]. Moreover, the configu-
ration of spike nose also has a significant effect on the drag reduction;
for instance, the hemispherical spike plays a role in drag reduction
when AoA <9°, whereas the conical spike increases the drag as
shown by the results of Menezes et al. [28]. In addition, the drag
reduction of spike for LSS of TSTO in the study is smaller than that
for highly blunt body because the blunt degree of the nose of the
orbiter is very small compared to the highly blunt body in that
literature and the drag reduction performance using spike is not
drawn brightly. However, the comparison shows that the spike used
on the blunt nose of the orbiter for LSS of TSTO for reducing drag
would be significant, whichmay be studied or demonstrated in future
research.
In terms of aerodynamic interference, Table 2 shows the inten-

sity of the aerodynamic interference, which is expressed by the
maximum value of difference between interference loads on the
orbiter and those of the isolated orbiter. Moreover, the aero-
dynamic interference is quantified by the expressions of the
CN and CM of the orbiter: jΔCN j � jCN −CN;isojmax∕CN;iso and

jΔCMj � jCM − CM;isojmax∕CM;iso. From the previous analysis, the

value of jCN − CN;isojmax∕CN;iso in LSS would occur at the initial

Fig. 18 Pressure distributions on the upper wall of the orbiter in the case of a) model A and b) model B during LSS when AoA � 5 deg.

Table 1 Overview of the drag reduction of TSTO during LSS in
different AoA cases

AoA � 0 deg AoA � 5 deg AoA � 10 deg

Model CA�×10−3� DR, % CA�×10−3� DR, % CA�×10−3� DR, %

A 11.1 — — 10.1 —— 9.9 ——

B 10.3 −7 9.4 −7 9.3 −6
C 11.9 7 11.3 12 12.3 24
D 10.7 −4 9.4 −7 9.5 −4
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phase when the CN keeps minimum value, i.e., CN;min, or at the

medium phasewhen the orbiter is separating from the booster and the
CN changes to a maximum value, i.e., CN;max. As the AoA increases,

theCN;max tends to thevalue ofCN;iso as shown in Fig. 12a.Moreover,

the CN;iso is increasing with the AoA, whereas the CN;min is nearly

invariant. Hence, jΔCN j should decrease with the increase of AoA
and finally tend to one. For the jΔCMj as function of AoA during
LSS, the value of jCM − CM;isojmax∕CM;iso in LSS would occur at the

initial phase when the CM keeps a minimum value, i.e., CM;min, or at

themedium phasewhen the orbiter is separating from the booster and
theCN changes to peak value, i.e.,CN;peak. As the AoA increases, the

CM;peak increases with the increase of AoA, whereas the CM;iso

decreases with the increase of AoA, as shown in Fig. 12a. Hence,
jΔCMj should increase with the increase of AoA. Table 2 also
demonstrates that jΔCN j decreases with increasing AoA, whereas
the jΔCMj increases as AoA increases. If the interference of the
normal force andmoment is completely considered, the aerodynamic
interference during LSS at AoA � 5 deg is the weakest. Therefore,
modelA atAoA � 5 deg is favorable of LSS for TSTO.On the other
hand, if the drag reduction and aerodynamic interference are alto-
gether considered in LSS of TSTO, model B at AoA � 0 and 5 deg
for LSS is preferred.
For comparison of two separation schemes, i.e., TSS presented in

the study of literature and LSS presented in the current study, on the
issue of aerodynamic interference. The interference types in the LSS
are mainly type VI shock/shock interactions with weak effects on the
wall pressure rise, whereas those in the TSS are mainly by type I
shock/shock interaction, shock wave/boundary-layer interaction
caused by shock multiple reflections [10,20,21], and even flow
unsteadiness between stages [18,19], resulting in the conceivably
severe interference loads on the stages in TSS and troubles for safety
separation of TSTO [24]. Hence, the value of LSS for TSTO safe
separation is attractive and will be studied further regarding concerns
more issued on safety separation.

V. Conclusions

For safety separation of the parallel two-stage vehicle, the
numerical simulation and analysis of the dynamic LSS of refer-
ence TSTO systems staging at Mach 7 with small interstage
clearance, including a waverider and a reusable spaceplane, were

performed to demonstrate and study the simpler and weaker
aerodynamic interference compared to that of TSS studied in
the literature. Moreover, the drag reduction issues using various
spike configurations were addressed. The results are summarized
as follows:
1) The mechanism of the aerodynamic interference between two

stages and the flow structure during LSS with different spike models
are clarified and compared. The aerodynamic interference during
LSS is simple andweak, which is only associatedwith typeVI shock/
shock interference and the convergence of the shock waves. More-
over, the aerodynamic interference during separation is weaker for
the booster than for the orbiter, which is beneficial for the safe stage
separation of the TSTO.
2) The general trends of aerodynamics and the flow structure

during the LSS are almost the same between different AoA. When
the orbiter shock and leading-edge shock of the booster in the case of
the unspiked model (or reattachment shock of the orbiter and dif-
fractive shock of the booster in the case of the spiked model) con-
verge, the axial force increases rapidly.
3) The spiked models B and D are effective in drag reduction,

whereas the case of model C has the worst performance, which
increases axial force during LSS. Moreover, model B has the best
performance with a 7% drag reduction.
4) The spiked models have better drag reduction when

AoA � 5 deg. Spiked model B is favorable in LSS at AoA � 0
and 5 deg because it has good drag reduction and weak aerodynamic
interference.
The current study is the first attempt to apply the spike to improve

the safe separation of the TSTO vehicle, and some spiked configu-
rations show good performance during the LSS. The future studywill
focus on the LSS experiment of present TSTO configurations in the
hypersonic wind tunnel.
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